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Quark Structure of the X (4500),
X (4700) and χc(4P,5P) States
J. Ferretti 1 and E. Santopinto2*

1Department of Physics, University of Jyväskylä, Jyväskylä, Finland, 2INFN, Sezione di Genova, Genova, Italy

We study some of themain properties (masses and open-flavor strong decay widths) of 4P
and 5P charmonia. While there are two candidates for the χc0(4P, 5P) states, the X(4500)
and X(4700), the properties of the other members of the χc(4P, 5P) multiplets are still
completely unknown. With this in mind, we start to explore the charmonium interpretation
for these mesons. Our second goal is to investigate if the apparent mismatch between the
Quark Model (QM) predictions for χc0(4P,5P) states and the properties of the X(4500)
and X(4700) mesons can be overcome by introducing threshold corrections in the QM
formalism. According to our coupled-channel model results for the threshold mass shifts,
the χc0(5P)→X(4700) assignment is unacceptable, while the χc0(4P)→X(4500) or
X(4700) assignments cannot be completely ruled out.

Keywords: quark model, unquenched quark model, 3P0 model, exotic states, strong decays, charmonia, charmonia
phenomenology

1 INTRODUCTION

In the past few years, our knowledge of the heavy-light and fully heavy baryon andmeson spectra has
considerably improved [1]. A large fraction of the newly discovered hadrons perfectly fits into a
standard quark-antiquark or three valence quark description. Some examples include the recently
discovered Ωcs [2, 3], the Ξb(6227)− [4] and Σb(6097) ± [5] baryon states, and the χb1,2(3P) heavy
quarkonium resonances [6–8]. There are, however, strong indications of the existence of exotic
hadron configurations, which cannot be interpreted in terms of conventional quark-antiquark or
three-quark degrees of freedom. They include tetraquark and pentaquark candidates [1, 9–13], and
suspected hybrid and glue-ball states [1, 9–11, 13].

An important fraction of the suspected exotic mesons, the so-called XYZ states, may require the
introduction of complicated multiquark structures. The most famous example is the X(3872) [now
χc1(3872)] [14–16], but one could alsomention theX(4274) [also known as χc1(4274)] [17, 18]. Some of
these exotics, the Zb and Zc resonances, like the Zc(3900) [19, 20], Zb(10610) and Zb(10650) [21], are
characterized by very peculiar quark structures. ZQ exotics are charged particles and, because of their
energy and decay properties, theymust contain a heavyQQ pair (withQ � c or b) too; thus, their adequate
description requires the introduction of QQqq four-quark configurations, where q are light (u or d)
quarks. If Zb and Zc states exist, one may also expect the emergence of hidden-charm/bottom tetraquarks
with non-null strangeness content, the so-called Zcs and Zbs mesons; for example, see Refs. 22 and 23.
Recent indications of the possible existence of Zcs states have been given by BESIII Collaboration [24].

In this paper, we study the main properties (masses, open-flavor and radiative decay widths) of the
4P and 5P charmonium multiplets. While there are two candidates for the χc0(4P, 5P) states, the
X(4500) and X(4700) resonances [also known as χc0(4500) and χc0(4700)] [1, 18, 25], the properties
of the other members of the χc(4P, 5P)multiplets are still completely unknown.With this in mind, we
start to explore the quark-antiquark interpretation for these mesons by computing their open-flavor
strong decay widths. Our predictions may help the experimentalists in their search for the still
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unobserved χc(4P, 5P) resonances. The calculation of the
χc0(4P, 5P) radiative and hidden-flavor decay widths will be the
subject of a subsequent paper.

We also provide Coupled-Channel Model (CCM) [26, 27]
predictions for the physical masses1 of 4P and 5P charmonia,
which may serve as a test for the χc0(4P, 5P)→X(4500) or
X(4700) controversial assignments. According to our CCM results,
the introduction of threshold effects can hardly reconcile the
Relativized Quark Model (RQM) predictions for the χc0(4P, 5P)
mesonmasses [28] with the properties of the experimentally observed
X(4500) and X(4700) states [1, 18, 25]. Therefore, the two previous
resonances are unlikely to be associated with χc0(4P, 5P) charmonia,
with the possible exception of χc0(4P)→X(4500) or X(4700).

There are several alternative interpretations for the χc0(4500)
and χc0(4700) states [29–35]. A possible explanation of the
χc0(4500) and χc0(4700) unusual properties without resorting
to exotic interpretations may be to hypothesize a progressive
departure of the cc linear confining potential from the ∝ r
behavior as one goes up in energy. This departure could be
either due to limitations of the relativized QM fit [28], which little
by little make their appearance at higher meson energies, or to the
need of renormalizing the cc color string tension at higher
energies to take relativistic effects (like qq light quark pair
creation) explicitly into account. For example, see Ref. 36.

The X(4500) and X(4700) were interpreted as compact
tetraquarks in Refs. 29–31 and 33. In particular, in Ref. 30 the
authors made use of a relativized diquark model to calculate the
spectrum of hidden-charm tetraquarks. According to their findings,
the X(4500) and X(4700) can be described as 0++ radial excitations
of S-wave axial-vector diquark-antidiquark and scalar diquark-
antidiquark bound states, respectively. A similar interpretation
was provided in Ref. 29. Stancu calculated the sscc tetraquark
spectrum within a quark model with chromomagnetic interaction
[37]. She interpreted the X(4140) as the strange partner of the
X(3872), but she could not accommodate the other sscc states, the
X(4274), X(4500) and X(4700).2 By using QCD sum rules, the
X(4500) and X(4700) were interpreted as D-wave ccss tetraquark
states with opposite color structures [33]. Maiani et al. could
accommodate the X(4140), X(4274), X(4500) and X(4700) in
two tetraquarkmultiplets. They also suggested that theX(4500) and
X(4700) are 2S cscs tetraquark states [31].

In Ref. 32, the authors investigated possible assignments for
the four J/ψϕ structures reported by LHCb [38] in a coupled
channel scheme by using a nonrelativistic constituent quark
model [39, 40].3 In particular, they showed that the X(4274),
X(4500) and X(4700) mesons can be described as conventional

33P1, 43P0, and 53P0 charmonium states, respectively. In Ref. 35,
the author studied the nature of the X(4140), X(4274), X(4500),
and X(4700) states in the process B+ → J/ψϕK+ by means of the
rescattering mechanism. According to his results, the properties
of the X(4700) and X(4140) can be explained by the rescattering
effects, while those of the X(4274) and X(4500) cannot if the
quantum numbers of the X(4274) and X(4500) are 1++ and 0++,
respectively. This indicates that, unlike theX(4700) andX(4140),
the X(4274), and X(4500) could be genuine resonances.

In the study of heavy quarkonium hybrids based on the strong
coupling regime of potential nonrelativistic QCD of Ref. 34, the
authors found that most of the isospin zero XYZ states fit well
either as the hybrid or standard quarkonium candidates.
According to their results, the X(4500) is compatible with a
0++ hybrid state, even though its mixing with the spin-1
charmonium is little and it is difficult to understand its
observation in the J/ψϕ channel; the X(4700) is compatible
with the charmonium χc0(4P).

Finally, it is worth to remind that both the X(4500) and
X(4700) are omitted from the PDG summary table [1]. This
means that their existence still needs to be proved. Future
experimental searches may thus confirm their presence at
similar or slightly different energies or even rule out their
existence.

FIGURE 1 | Diagrams contributing to the A→BC open-flavor decay
process. qi , with i � 1, . . . , 4, and qj , with j � 5, . . . , 8, are the quarks and
antiquarks in the parent and daughter states, respectively. Picture from Ref.
54. APS copyright.

TABLE 1 | 3P0 pair-creation model parameters for the charmonium sector,
extracted from Refs. 51, Table II and 52, Table II.

Parameter Value

c0 0.510
αho 0.500 GeV
αd 0.589 GeV
mu,d 0.330 GeV
ms 0.550 GeV
mc 1.50 GeV

The valence quark mass parameters, mi (with i � u, d, s, c), are used in the calculation of
the 〈BCk0 ℓJ

∣∣∣∣T†
∣∣∣∣A〉 amplitudes ofEq. 1 and also appear in the expression of the effective

pair-creation strength of Supplementary Eq. S9.

1The physical masses of heavy quarkonia are the sum of a bare energy term and a
self-energy/threshold correction.
2The X(4500) and X(4700) were observed at LHCb in 2016 [18], and the X(4274)
was first observed in 2011 by CDF with a small significance of 3.1σ [17], while
Stancu’s analysis dates back to 2010.
3Four J/ψϕ structures were reported by LHCb only on the basis of a 6D amplitude
analysis [38]. A narrow X(4140) was reported by CDF [41] and then confirmed by
D0 [42]. BaBar did not see anything statistically significant [43]. CMS confirmed a
slightly broader X(4140) and a less significant second peak [44]. The LHCb
amplitude analysis supersedes all this, and finds a much broader X(4140) [18].
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2 OPEN-FLAVOR STRONG DECAYS OF 4P
AND 5P CHARMONIUM STATES

Our analysis starts with the calculation of the open-charm strong
decays of the χc(4P, 5P) states within the 3P0 pair-creation model
[45–48]. Open-charm are usually the dominant decay modes of
hadron higher radial excitations; the contributions of hidden-
charm and radiative decay modes to the total width of a higher-
lying charmonium state are indeed expected to be in the order of a
few percent or even less. This is why the calculated open-flavor
total decay widths of higher charmonia are precious
informations, which can be directly used for a comparison

with the experimental total widths of those states within a
reasonable grade of accuracy.

In the 3P0 pair-creation model, the open-flavor strong decay
A→BC takes place in the rest frame of the parent hadron A and
proceeds via the creation of an additional qq pair (with q � u, d or
s) characterized by JPC � 0++ quantum numbers [45–48] (see
Figure 1).

The width is calculated as [45–47, 49, 50].

ΓA→BC � ΦA→BC(k0)∑
ℓ

∣∣∣∣〈BCk0ℓJ∣∣∣∣T†
∣∣∣∣A〉∣∣∣∣2, (1)

where ℓ is the relative angular momentum between the hadrons B
and C, J � JB + JC + ℓ is their total angular momentum, and

ΦA→BC(k0) � 2πk0
EB(k0)EC(k0)

MA
(2)

is the phase-space factor for the decay. Here, k0 is the relative
momentum between B and C,MA and EB,C(k0) are the energies of
the parent and daughter hadrons, respectively. We assume
harmonic oscillator wave functions for the parent and
daughter hadrons, A, B, and C, depending on a single
oscillator parameter αho. The values of the oscillator
parameter, αho, and of the other pair-creation model
parameters, αd and c0, were fitted to the open-charm strong
decays of higher charmonia [51] and also used later in the study

TABLE 2 | Bare masses of χc(4P, 5P) charmonia, computed in a variational
program by using the original relativized QM parameters [28, Table II].

State Bare Mass [MeV]

hc(4P) 4634
χc0(4P) 4613
χc1(4P) 4633
χc2(4P) 4650
hc(5P) 4919
χc0(5P) 4902
χc1(5P) 4919
χc2(5P) 4934

TABLE 3 | Open-charm strong decays of χc(4P) states in the 3P0 pair-creation model.

hc(4P) decay
Channel

Width
[MeV]

χc0(4P) decay Channel Width
[MeV]

χc1(4P) decay
Channel

Width
[MeV]

χc2(4P) decay Channel Width
[MeV]

DD
*

0.6 DD 0.8 DD
*

1.1 DD 2.7
D*D

*
8.1 D*D

*
13.1 D*D

*
6.0 DD

*
0.5

DD1(23S1) 28.9 DD0(2550) 23.7 DD1(23S1) 18.9 D*D
*

9.6
D*D0(2550) 18.3 DD1(2420) 25.5 D*D0(2550) 12.8 DD0(2550) 4.6
DD

*
0(2300) 1.9† DD1(2430) 9.0 DD

*
0(2300) 0.003† DD1(23S1) 22.2

DD1(2420) 0.01† D*D
*
0(2300) 4.3 DD1(2420) 3.3 D*D0(2550) 19.2

DD1(2430) 0.05† D*D1(2420) 0.4† DD1(2430) 8.2 DD1(2420) 4.5
DD

*
2(2460) 24.7 D*D1(2430) 0.2† DD

*
2(2460) 19.6 DD1(2430) 3.3

D*D
*
0(2300) 0.04† D*D

*
2(2460) 72.6 D*D

*
0(2300) 4.0 DD

*
2(2460) 9.1

D*D1(2420) 23.5 D*
0(2300)D*

0(2300) 0.6† D*D1(2420) 13.8 D*D
*
0(2300) 3.1

D*D1(2430) 15.4 DsDs 1.1 D*D1(2430) 8.7 D*D1(2420) 19.8
D*D

*
2(2460) 31.7 D*

sD
*
s 1.7 D*D

*
2(2460) 57.8 D*D1(2430) 13.4

DD3(2750) 0.02† DsDs1(2460) 0.05 DD3(2750) 0.005† D*D
*
2(2460) 27.2

DsD
*
s 2.6 DsDs1(2536) 0.6 DsD

*
s 2.5 D*

0(2300)D*
0(2300) 0.002†

D*
sD

*
s 1.3 D*

sD
*
s0(2317) 0.02 D*

sD
*
s 1.6 DD3(2750) 0.4†

DsD
*
s0(2317) 0.6 D*

sDs1(2460) 1.1 DsD
*
s0(2317) 0.02 DsDs 0.1

DsDs1(2536) 0.01 DsDs1(2460) 0.03 DsD
*
s 1.6

DsD
*
s2(2573) 4.3 DsDs1(2536) 1.1 D*

sD
*
s 1.5

D*
sD

*
s0(2317) 0.002 DsD

*
s2(2573) 3.8 DsDs0(21S0) 0.01

D*
sDs1(2460) 6.0 D*

sD
*
s0(2317) 0.006 DsDs1(2460) 2.7

D*
sDs1(2460) 7.8 DsDs1(2536) 1.1

DsD
*
s2(2573) 1.8

D*
sD

*
s0(2317) 0.02

D*
sDs1(2460) 2.5

D*
sDs1(2536) 0.09

D*
s0(2317)D*

s0(2317) 5 · 10−8
Tot open-flavor 168 Tot open-flavor 155 Tot open-flavor 171 Tot open-flavor 151

The values of the χc(4P)masses are calculated in the relativized QMof Ref. 28 and are reported in Table 2. The values of the charmed and charmed-strangemesonmasses are taken from
the PDG [1] (when available) or from the relativized QM calculation of Ref. 52, Tables III, IV. The entriesmarked by the symbol†may not be reliable; the calculation of these decay widthsmay
require averaging over the Breit-Wigner distributions of the daughter mesons. For more details, see the discussion below.
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TABLE 4 | As Table 3, but for χc(5P) states.

hc(5P) decay Channel Width
[MeV]

χc0(5P) decayChannel Width
[MeV]

χc1(5P) decayChannel Width
[MeV]

χc2(5P) decay Channel Width
[MeV]

DD
*

1.2 DD 0.01 DD
*

1.9 DD 0.4
D*D

*
5.7 D*D

*
8.8 D*D

*
5.0 DD

*
0.2

D*D0(2550) 10.5 DD0(2550) 9.9 D*D0(2550) 8.6 D*D
*

6.8
DD1(23S1) 11.6 D*D1(23S1) 4.5 DD1(23S1) 11.2 DD0(2550) 1.5†

D*D1(23S1) 4.9 DD1(2420) 12.7 D*D1(23S1) 7.3 D*D0(2550) 7.8
DD

*
0(2300) 1.6 DD1(2430) 4.0 DD

*
0(2300) 0.002† DD1(23S1) 6.7

DD1(2420) 0.004† D*D
*
0(2300) 2.7 DD1(2420) 1.5 D*D1(23S1) 6.8

DD1(2430) 0.02† D*D1(2420) 1.2 DD1(2430) 4.4 DD1(2420) 3.5
DD

*
2(2460) 12.6 D*D1(2430) 2.5 DD

*
2(2460) 9.7 DD1(2430) 2.6

D*D
*
0(2300) 0.01† D*D

*
2(2460) 21.9 D*D

*
0(2300) 2.5 DD

*
2(2460) 5.1

D*D1(2420) 10.8 DD1(2P1) 5.6 D*D1(2420) 8.4 D*D
*
0(2300) 2.1

D*D1(2430) 7.7 DD1(2P′
1) 4.4 D*D1(2430) 5.0 D*D1(2420) 8.2

D*D
*
2(2460) 11.6 D*

0(2300)D*
0(2300) 0.002† D*D

*
2(2460) 18.2 D*D1(2430) 6.0

D0(2550)D*
0(2300) 2.6 D*

0(2300)D*
2(2460) 2.9 D0(2550)D*

0(2300) 0.06† D*D
*
2(2460) 14.8

DD0(23P0) 0.4 D1(2420)D1(2420) 11.0 DD0(23P0) 0.001 DD1(2P1) 11.9
DD1(2P1) 0.008 D1(2420)D1(2430) 7.5 DD1(2P1) 1.5 DD1(2P′

1) 7.7
DD1(2P′

1) 0.02 D1(2430)D1(2430) 5.1 DD1(2P′
1) 4.7 DD2(23P2) 11.5

DD2(23P2) 20.9 D1(2420)D*
2(2460) 0.4† DD2(23P2) 14.1 D*D1(2P1) 0.1

D*
0(2300)D1(2420) 1.0† D1(2430)D*

2(2460) 0.5† D*
0(2300)D1(2420) 0.2† D*

0(2300)D
*
0(2300) 0.02†

D*
0(2300)D1(2430) 0.3† DD2(1D2) 0.2 D*

0(2300)D1(2430) 0.7† D*
0(2300)D1(2420) 0.02†

D*
0(2300)D

*
2(2460) 0.009† DD2(1D′

2) 0.3 D*
0(2300)D

*
2(2460) 1.4† D*

0(2300)D1(2430) 0.07†

D1(2420)D1(2420) 0.06 D*D3(2750) 17.3 D1(2420)D1(2420) 2.6 D*
0(2300)D

*
2(2460) 1.5†

D1(2420)D1(2430) 0.3† D*D1(13D1) 0.4 D1(2420)D1(2430) 7.3 D1(2420)D1(2420) 2.7
D1(2430)D1(2430) 1.1† D*D2(1D2) 6.5 D1(2430)D1(2430) 3.6 D1(2420)D1(2430) 3.0
D1(2420)D*

2(2460) 9.8 D*D2(1D′
2) 7.2 D1(2420)D*

2(2460) 8.9 D1(2430)D1(2430) 1.8
D1(2430)D*

2(2460) 6.4 DsDs 0.5 D1(2430)D*
2(2460) 4.9 D1(2420)D*

2(2460) 5.3
DD3(2750) 11.7 D*

sD
*
s 0.3 DD3(2750) 6.8 D1(2430)D*

2(2460) 4.1
DD1(13D1) 0.2 DsDs0(21S0) 0.4 DD1(13D1) 0.08 D*

2(2460)D*
2(2460) 1.1

DD2(1D2) 6 · 10− 5 D*
sD

*
s1(2700) 10.5 DD2(1D2) 0.2 DD3(2750) 5.2

DD2(1D′
2) 9 · 10−5 DsDs1(2460) 0.07 DD2(1D′

2) 0.2 DD1(13D1) 3 · 10− 8

D*D3(2750) 14.5 DsDs1(2536) 0.01 D*D3(2750) 16.9 DD2(1D2) 5.3
D*D1(13D1) 0.5 D*

sD
*
s0(2317) 0.01 D*D1(13D1) 1.0 DD2(1D′

2) 4.9
D*D2(1D2) 10.8 D*

sDs1(2460) 0.1 D*D2(1D2) 12.2 D*D3(2750) 17.6
D*D2(1D′

2) 9.4 D*
sDs1(2536) 1.8 D*D2(1D′

2) 10.1 D*D1(13D1) 1.3
DsD

*
s 1.0 D*

sD
*
s2(2573) 5.4 DsD

*
s 0.9 D*D2(1D2) 4.7

D*
sD

*
s 0.3 D*

s0(2317)D
*
s0(2317) 0.01 D*

sD
*
s 0.4 D*D2(1D′

2) 4.1
DsD

*
s1(2700) 0.2 D*

s0(2317)D
*
s2(2573) 0.02† DsD

*
s1(2700) 0.4† DsDs 0.2

D*
sDs0(21S0) 2.9 DsDs2(1D2) 0.5 D*

sDs0(21S0) 2.5 DsD
*
s 0.7

D*
sD

*
s1(2700) 6.0 DsDs2(1D′

2) 0.3 D*
sD

*
s1(2700) 8.2 D*

sD
*
s 0.3

DsD
*
s0(2317) 0.3 DsD

*
s0(2317) 0.006 DsDs0(21S0) 0.2

DsDs1(2536) 5 · 10−5 DsDs1(2460) 0.03 DsD
*
s1(2700) 0.02†

DsD
*
s2(2573) 0.3 DsDs1(2536) 0.07 D*

sDs0(21S0) 1.6
D*
sD

*
s0(2317) 0.001 DsD

*
s2(2573) 0.3† D*

sD
*
s1(2700) 6.2

D*
sDs1(2460) 0.7 D*

sD
*
s0(2317) 0.03 DsDs1(2460) 0.7

D*
sDs1(2536) 1.5 D*

sDs1(2460) 0.9 DsDs1(2536) 0.1
D*
sD

*
s2(2573) 2.9 D*

sDs1(2536) 1.0 DsD
*
s2(2573) 0.1†

D*
s0(2317)Ds1(2460) 0.5 D*

sD
*
s2(2573) 3.2 D*

sD
*
s0(2317) 0.03

D*
s0(2317)Ds1(2536) 0.02 D*

s0(2317)Ds1(2460) 0.03 D*
sDs1(2460) 0.2

D*
s0(2317)D*

s2(2573) 0.004† D*
s0(2317)Ds1(2536) 0.1 D*

sDs1(2536) 0.8
DsD

*
s1(2860) 0.1† D*

s0(2317)D*
s2(2573) 0.1† D*

sD
*
s2(2573) 4.0

DsD
*
s3(2860) 2.1 DsD

*
s1(2860) 0.003† D*

s0(2317)D*
s0(2317) 2 · 10−4

DsDs2(1D2) 8 · 10−4 DsD
*
s3(2860) 1.6 D*

s0(2317)Ds1(2460) 0.007
DsDs2(1D′

2) 0.001 DsDs2(1D2) 0.3 D*
s0(2317)Ds1(2536) 0.1

DsDs2(1D′
2) 0.2 D*

s0(2317)D
*
s2(2573) 0.2†

Ds1(2460)Ds1(2460) 0.2
DsD

*
s1(2860) 0.04†

DsD
*
s3(2860) 0.8†

DsDs2(1D2) 0.2
DsDs2(1D′

2) 0.1
Tot open-flavor 187 Tot open-flavor 157 Tot open-flavor 201 Tot open-flavor 183
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of charmed and charmed-strange meson open-flavor strong
decays [52] and of the quasi two-body decay of the X(3872)
into D0(D0

π0)
D
*0 [53]; see Table 1.

Some changes are introduced in the original form of the 3P0
pair-creation model operator, T†. They include: 1) the
substitution of the pair-creation strength, c0, with an effective
one [54], ceff0 , to suppress heavy quark pair-creation [54–56]; 2)
the introduction of a Gaussian quark form-factor, because the qq
pair of created quarks has an effective size [36, 54, 56, 57]. More
details on the 3P0 pair-creation model can be found in
Supplementary Appendix.

When available, we extract the masses of the parent and
daughter mesons from the PDG [1]; otherwise, we calculate
them by using the relativized QM with the original values of
its parameters; see Ref. 28, Table II. The masses of the χc0(4500)
and χc0(4700) resonances [1, 18, 25], 4506 ± 11+12−15 MeV and
4704 ± 10+14−24 MeV, seem to be incompatible with the relativized
QM predictions for the χc0(4P, 5P) states; see Table 2. A coupled-
channel model calculation, with the goal of reconciling relativized
QM predictions and the experimental data, is carried out in
Section 3.

Given the previous apparent incompatibility, in the
χc0(4P, 5P) cases we provide results by using: 1) the relativized
QM values of the masses from Table 2; 2) the tentative
assignments χc0(4500)→ χc0(4P) and χc0(4700)→ χc0(4P) or
χc0(5P), with the experimental values of the χc0(4500) and
χc0(4700) masses as inputs in the calculation.

The mixing angles between 11P1 and 13P1, 21P1 and 23P1 and
also 21D2 and 23D2 charmed and charmed-strange states are

taken from Ref. 52, Tables III, IV. In the case of 1P charmed-
strange mesons, the mass difference between |1P1〉 and

∣∣∣∣1P′
1〉

states (75 MeV) is much larger than that in the charmed sector
(6 MeV). Thus, for 1P charmed-strange mesons we make use of
the approximation:

∣∣∣∣1P1〉x∣∣∣∣11P1〉 and
∣∣∣∣1P′

1〉x
∣∣∣∣13P1〉.

Our theoretical results, obtained by using the pair-creation
model parameters of Table 1, are given in Tables 3–5. It is

TABLE 5 | As Table 3, but for the decays of χc0(4P) as χc0(4500) or χc0(4700) and χc0(5P) as χc0(4700). Here, we use the experimental values of the χc0(4500) and
χc0(4700) meson masses [1].

χc0(4P) as
χc0(4500)

Width χc0(4P) as
χc0(4700)

Width χc0(5P) as
χc0(4700)

Width

Decay channel [MeV] Decay channel [MeV] Decay channel [MeV]

DD 1.0 DD 5.9 DD 3.2
D*D

*
22.6 D*D

*
1.7 D*D

*
4.9

DD0(2550) 1.5† DD0(2550) 9.8 DD0(2550) 0.004†

DD1(2420) 5.5 D*D1(23S1) 54.8 D*D1(23S1) 33.6
DD1(2430) 2.2 DD1(2420) 15.3 DD1(2420) 0.01†

D*D
*
0(2300) 0.2† DD1(2430) 4.8 DD1(2430) 0.04†

D*D1(2420) 9.9 D*D
*
0(2300) 3.9 D*D

*
0(2300) 0.1†

D*D1(2430) 28.4 D*D1(2420) 6.4 D*D1(2420) 2.3
D*D

*
2(2460) 6.1 D*D1(2430) 14.4 D*D1(2430) 7.6

DsDs 1.2 D*D
*
2(2460) 87.2 D*D

*
2(2460) 18.3

D*
sD

*
s 0.2 D*

0(2300)D*
0(2300) 0.004† D*

0(2300)D*
0(2300) 0.2†

DsDs1(2460) 8.6 DD2(1D2) 1.4 DD2(1D2) 1.4
DsDs1(2536) 0.03 DD2(1D′

2) 0.9 DD2(1D′
2) 0.9

D*
sD

*
s0(2317) 1.7 DsDs 0.4 DsDs 0.1

D*
sD

*
s 4.0 D*

sD
*
s 0.8

DsDs0(21S0) 2.5 DsDs0(21S0) 0.3
DsDs1(2460) 3.1 DsDs1(2460) 2.2
DsDs1(2536) 0.05 DsDs1(2536) 0.09
D*
sD

*
s0(2317) 0.5 D*

sD
*
s0(2317) 0.5

D*
sDs1(2460) 0.2 D*

sDs1(2460) 0.003
D*
sDs1(2536) 7.6 D*

sDs1(2536) 3.2
D*
sD

*
s2(2573) 0.6† D*

sD
*
s2(2573) 0.3†

D*
s0(2317)D

*
s0(2317) 0.02 D*

s0(2317)D
*
s0(2317) 0.005

Tot open-flavor 89 Tot open-flavor 225 Tot open-flavor 80

TABLE 6 | Coupled-channel model results for the relative threshold corrections of
χc(4P) and χc(5P) states, calculated via Eq. 6.

State EA Σ(MA)−Δth Mth
A Mexp

A

[MeV] [MeV] [MeV] [MeV]

hc(4P) 4634 −33†; −21$ 4601†; 4613$ —

X(4500) 4613 0†; 0$ 4613†; 4613$ 4506 ± 11+12−15
χc1(4P) 4633 −23†; −19$ 4610†; 4614$ —

χc2(4P) 4650 −50†; −33$ 4600†; 4617$ —

hc(4P) 4634 −10†; −12$ 4624†; 4622$ —

X(4700) 4613 −17†; 0$ 4596†; 4613$ 4704 ± 10+14−24
χc1(4P) 4633 0†; −10$ 4633†; 4623$ —

χc2(4P) 4650 −10†; −24$ 4640†; 4626$ —

hc(5P) 4919 −23†; −30$ 4896†; 4889$ —

X(4700) 4902 0†; 0$ 4902†; 4902$ 4704 ± 10+14−24
χc1(5P) 4919 −22†; −30$ 4897†; 4889$ —

χc2(5P) 4934 −24†; −33$ 4910†; 4901$ —

The self-energies Σ(MA) are extracted from Tables 7, 8. In the χc0(4P) case, we try the
assignments χc0(4P)→ χc0(4500) (top part of the table) and χc0(4P)→ χc0(4700) (in
the middle); in the χc0(5P) case, we only consider the assignment χc0(5P)→ χc0(4700)
(bottom part of the table). The results marked by the superscript † are obtained by
considering 1S2S and 1P1P loop contributions, those marked by $ including 1S2S,
1P1P and also 1S1P loop contributions.
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TABLE 7 | Self-energy corrections, Σ(MA) (in MeV), to the bare masses of χc(4P) states, calculated via Eq. 5.

State D*
0(2300)D

*
0(2300) D*

0(2300)D1(2420) D*
0(2300)D1(2430) D*

0(2300)D
*
2(2460) D1(2420)D1(2420)

hc(4P) — −8.2 −3.8 −0.05 —

χc0(4P) as X(4500) −4.6 — — −4.1 −6.7
χc0(4P) as X(4700) −5.2 — — −4.8 −8.8
χc1(4P) — −2.0 −7.3 −3.6 −3.7
χc2(4P) −1.2 −1.1 −2.9 −4.9 −6.1

State D1(2420)D1(2430) D1(2420)D*
2(2460) D1(2430)D1(2430) D1(2430)D*

2(2460) D*
2(2460)D

*
2(2460)

hc(4P) −5.5 −18.8 −5.6 −12.1 −9.8
χc0(4P) as X(4500) −9.7 −3.1 −7.7 −7.6 −13.5
χc0(4P) as X(4700) −12.3 −3.9 −9.1 −8.9 −16.7
χc1(4P) −8.3 −13.3 −3.1 −13.2 −9.5
χc2(4P) −9.5 −11.1 −4.7 −9.6 −13.6

State D*
s0(2317)D

*
s0(2317) D*

s0(2317)Ds1(2460) D*
s0(2317)Ds1(2536) D*

s0(2317)D
*
s2(2573) Ds1(2460)Ds1(2460)

hc(4P) — −0.7 −1.0 −0.02 —

χc0(4P) as X(4500) −0.7 — — −0.5 −0.9
χc0(4P) as X(4700) −0.8 — — −0.6 −1.2
χc1(4P) — −0.5 −0.9 −0.4 −0.7
χc2(4P) −0.2 −0.3 −0.4 −0.4 −1.0

State Ds1(2460)Ds1(2536) Ds1(2460)D*
s2(2573) Ds1(2536)Ds1(2536) Ds1(2536)D*

s2(2573) D*
s2(2573)D

*
s2(2573)

hc(4P) −1.5 −2.8 −0.5 −1.4 −1.8
χc0(4P) as X(4500) −1.8 −0.6 −1.0 −1.2 −2.2
χc0(4P) as X(4700) −2.1 −0.7 −1.1 −1.3 −2.6
χc1(4P) −0.8 −2.1 −0.8 −1.8 −1.6
χc2(4P) −1.2 −1.9 −0.8 −1.2 −2.3

State DD0(2550) DD1(23S1) D*D0(2550) D*D1(23S1) DsDs0(21S0)

hc(4P) — −8.4 −12.6 −29.6 —

χc0(4P) as X(4500) −0.3 — — −26.6 −1.7
χc0(4P) as X(4700) 2.0 — — −55.4 1.0
χc1(4P) — −9.4 −4.4 −26.5 —

χc2(4P) 1.1 −2.3 −10.8 −54.1 −1.3

State DsDs1(23S1) D*
sDs0(21S0) D*

sDs1(23S1) DD
*
0(2300) DD1(2420)

hc(4P) −2.6 −1.8 −3.5 −8.0 —

χc0(4P) as X(4500) — — −4.5 — −10.7
χc0(4P) as X(4700) — — −6.2 — 3.5
χc1(4P) −2.6 −1.7 −3.6 −0.2 −7.5
χc2(4P) −1.6 −1.2 −4.1 — −2.3

State DD1(2430) DD
*
2(2460) D*D

*
0(2300) D*D1(2420) D*D1(2430)

hc(4P) −0.2 −4.8 −0.2 −20.9 −23.0
χc0(4P) as X(4500) −15.3 — −5.7 −12.9 −5.7
χc0(4P) as X(4700) −15.4 — −4.9 −15.9 −12.2
χc1(4P) −4.7 −4.7 −7.2 −15.6 −18.7
χc2(4P) −5.6 −1.4 −10.2 −11.4 −14.5

State D*D
*
2(2460) DsD

*
s0(2317) DsDs1(2460) DsDs1(2536) DsD

*
s2(2573)

hc(4P) −20.2 −0.5 — −0.06 −2.7
χc0(4P) as X(4500) −43.5 — −0.4 −2.1 —

χc0(4P) as X(4700) −13.2 — −2.0 −2.0 —

χc1(4P) −29.3 −0.05 −1.0 0.4 −1.3
χc2(4P) −25.7 — −1.0 −0.9 −1.7

(Continued on following page)
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worth to note that: 1) the calculated total open-charm strong
decay widths of χc(4P) s and χc(5P) s of Tables 3, 4 are quite
large; they are in the order of 150 − 200 MeV. If we make the
hypothesis of considering the open-charm as the largely
dominant decay modes of higher charmonia, a comparison
with the existing and forthcoming experimental data can be
easily done. If our pair-creation model results are confirmed by
the future experiment data, the χc(4P, 5P) states will be
reasonably interpreted as charmonium (or charmonium-
like) states dominated by the cc component; 2) the results
of Table 5, obtained by making the tentative assignments
χc0(4500)→ χc0(4P) and χc0(4700)→ χc0(4P) or χc0(5P),
seem to span a wider interval. In particular, one can notice
that the assignments χc0(4700)→ χc0(4P) and
χc0(4700)→ χc0(5P) produce results for the total open-flavor
widths of 225 and 80 MeV, respectively. A comparison with the
total experimental width of the χc0(4700) [1], 120 ± 31+42−33
MeV, seems to favor the χc0(5P) assignment, even though
the experimental error is so large that it is difficult to draw a
definitive conclusion. Our result for the total open-flavor
width of the χc0(4500) as χc0(4P), 89 MeV, is in good
accordance with the experimental total decay width of the
χc0(4500), 92 ± 21+21−20 MeV. In light of this, our 3P0 model
results would suggest the assignments χc0(4500)→ χc0(4P) and
χc0(4700)→ χc0(5P), even though χc0(4700)→ χc0(4P) cannot
be ruled out completely; 3) there are decay channels whose
widths change notably by switching from a specific assignment to
another; see e.g., the D*D

*
and D*D

*
2(2460) decay mode results

fromTable 5. Therefore, a detailed study of theD*D
*
,D*D

*
2(2460),

D*D1(23S1) . . . decay channels may help considerably in the
assignment procedure.

Finally, it is interesting to discuss, in the context of a 3P0
model calculation, the possible importance of: 1) averaging
the open-flavor widths of charmonia over the Breit-Wigner
distributions of the daughter mesons. One can observe that,
in the present study, the decay widths into charmed meson
pairs do not take the widths of the final states into account.
However, these are sizable, O(100MeV), for several of the
decays discussed here, and may thus affect some of the
results; see e.g., the D*

0(2300), whose width is 274 ± 40
MeV, and the D0(2550), whose width is 135 ± 17 MeV [1].
There are even cases of charmed-strange mesons whose width
is large, like the D*

s1(2860). However, the contribution of the
charmed-strange meson decay channels to the total widths of

charmonia is expected to be smaller because of the effective
pair-creation strength suppression mechanism of
Supplementary Eq. S9. In light of this, we conclude that
some of our results for the open-flavor strong decay widths of
χc(4P, 5P) states may not be reliable. In particular, this might
the case of channels like hc(4P)→DD1(2420) or DD1(2430),
whose calculated widths are small but they could be larger
once the effects of averaging over the widths of the final states
are taken into account. In conclusion, we believe that it would
be interesting to see how our results for the open-flavor
strong decay widths of charmonia will change after this
averaging procedure is performed. This will be the subject
of a subsequent paper [58]; 2) including the quark form factor
(QFF) in the 3P0 model transition operator; see
Supplementary Appendix. The QFF was not considered in
the original formulation of the 3P0 model [45–47], but it was
introduced in a second stage with the phenomenological
purpose to take the effective size of the qq pair of created
quarks into account [36, 54, 56, 57]. Its possible importance
in our results can be somehow quantified by calculating the
widths of some specific decay channels, like ψ(3770)→DD,
by means of the standard 3P0 model transition operator and
the modified one, which includes the quark form factor. In
the former case, we get Γ[ψ(3770)→DD] � 27 MeV; in the
latter, we obtain Γ[ψ(3770)→DD] � 80 MeV. The second
result for the width, i.e., 80 MeV, is outsize. It is clear that
realistic results for the open-flavor strong decay widths of
charmonia can be obtained in both cases; however, if the QFF
is not taken into account, the values of the model parameters
of Table 1 need to be re-fitted to the data; 3) extracting a
different value of the harmonic oscillator (h.o.) parameter for
each state involved in the decays rather than using a single
value for them all, as it is done here. The former approach was
used e.g. in Refs. 59–61. Consider, in particular, the
prescriptions of Ref. 60. There, the h. o. parameters of
charmonia were fitted to their squared radii from potential
model calculations [62]. In the case of the J/ψ, ψ(2S) and
ψ(3770), the authors got αho � 0.52, 0.39 and 0.37 GeV,
respectively. Furthermore, the value of αho for D mesons
(and that of c0) were fitted to the open-charm decays of the
ψ(3770) and ψ(4040). The main advantage of the previous
approach with respect to that used in the present paper
resides in the possibility of obtaining results for the decays
based on more realistic wave functions for the parent mesons.

TABLE 7 | (Continued) Self-energy corrections, Σ MA( ) (in MeV), to the bare masses of χc 4P( ) states, calculated via Eq. 5.

State D*
sD

*
s0(2317) D*

sDs1(2460) D*
sDs1(2536) D*

sD
*
s2(2573) Total

hc(4P) −0.05 −4.0 −3.3 −4.7 −132.1†; −224.8$
χc0(4P) as X(4500) −0.2 −1.8 −1.2 −5.3 −99.0†; −203.8$
χc0(4P) as X(4700) −0.4 −1.6 −1.4 −8.5 −138.7†; −212.7$
χc1(4P) −0.3 −2.8 −2.8 −5.0 −121.8†; −222.6$
χc2(4P) −0.6 −2.7 −2.2 −7.4 −148.7†; −236.3$

The values of the UQM parameters are extracted from Ref. 51, Table II. The contributions of those channels denoted by–are suppressed by selection rules. In the case of the χc0(4P), we
provide results for both the χc0(4P)→X(4500) and χc0(4P)→X(4700) assignments. The total self-energies marked by the superscript † are the sum of 1S2S and 1P1P loop
contributions, those marked by $ are the sum of 1S2S, 1P1P and also 1S1P loop contributions.
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On the contrary, the prescriptions used here have the
advantage of a greater flexibility and of a smaller number
of free parameters; 4) finally, we have to comment that a
realistic value of c0 can be found in the range 0.3 − 0.5,
approximately. See e.g., Ref. 60, where c0 � 0.35 was fitted
to the open-charm decays of the ψ(3770) and ψ(4040), and
Ref. 63, where a value of c0 � 0.4 made it possible to obtain a
good reproduction of the open-charm decay widths of
charmonia up to 2F and 1G resonances. The value used

here and in Refs. 51–53, c0 � 0.510 (see Table 1), was
fitted to the strong decay widths of 3S, 2P, 1D, and 2D
charmonia. This value is different from those used in
other studies [60, 63] because of the presence here of the
QFF and of different choices of αho. Evidently, all the model
parameter values are tightly connected to one another:
changing the value of one of them will automatically
require a redefinition of the values of all the other model
parameters or, at least, of a part of them.

TABLE 8 | As Table 7, but for χc(5P) charmonia.

State D*
0(2300)D

*
0(2300) D*

0(2300)D1(2420) D*
0(2300)D1(2430) D*

0(2300)D
*
2(2460) D1(2420)D1(2420)

hc(5P) — −5.0 −3.7 −0.02 —

χc0(5P) as X(4700) −3.6 — — −3.4 −6.3
χc1(5P) — −1.9 −5.3 −2.0 −3.0
χc2(5P) −1.1 −1.1 −2.3 −3.2 −6.5

State D1(2420)D1(2430) D1(2420)D*
2(2460) D1(2430)D1(2430) D1(2430)D*

2(2460) D*
2(2460)D

*
2(2460)

hc(5P) −5.4 −25.1 −4.5 −14.4 −11.3
χc0(5P) as X(4700) −7.4 −2.4 −6.3 −6.7 −11.6
χc1(5P) −8.0 −19.1 −3.1 −14.7 −10.7
χc2(5P) −9.1 −13.3 −4.6 −9.3 −19.8

State D*
s0(2317)D

*
s0(2317) D*

s0(2317)Ds1(2460) D*
s0(2317)Ds1(2536) D*

s0(2317)D
*
s2(2573) Ds1(2460)Ds1(2460)

hc(5P) — −0.4 −0.8 −0.02 —

χc0(5P) as X(4700) −0.4 — — −0.4 −0.9
χc1(5P) — −0.4 −0.6 −0.5 −0.6
χc2(5P) −0.2 −0.3 −0.3 −0.2 −1.0

State Ds1(2460)Ds1(2536) Ds1(2460)D*
s2(2573) Ds1(2536)Ds1(2536) Ds1(2536)D*

s2(2573) D*
s2(2573)D

*
s2(2573)

hc(5P) −1.2 −2.7 −0.3 −1.2 −1.6
χc0(5P) as X(4700) −1.2 −0.4 −0.7 −1.1 −1.8
χc1(5P) −0.8 −2.1 −0.6 −1.5 −1.5
χc2(5P) −1.0 −1.7 −0.7 −1.1 −2.1

State D0(2550)D*
0(2300) D0(2550)D1(2420) D0(2550)D1(2430) D0(2550)D*

2(2460) D1(23S1)D*
0(2300)

hc(5P) −1.2 — −0.03 −4.3 −0.03
χc0(5P) as X(4700) — −2.6 −1.4 — −1.0
χc1(5P) −0.01 −1.1 −2.1 −3.2 −1.7
χc2(5P) — −2.5 −1.8 −2.1 −1.9

State D1(23S1)D1(2420) D1(23S1)D1(2430) D1(23S1)D*
2(2460) Ds(21S0)D*

s0(2317) Ds(21S0)Ds1(2460)

hc(5P) −5.2 −4.6 −5.1 −0.3 —

χc0(5P) as X(4700) −1.3 −2.2 −5.5 — −0.4
χc1(5P) −4.4 −3.2 −5.8 −0.01 −0.2
χc2(5P) −3.3 −3.1 −7.3 — −0.4

State Ds(21S0)Ds1(2536) Ds(21S0)D*
s2(2573) D*

s1(2700)D
*
s0(2317) D*

s1(2700)Ds1(2460) D*
s1(2700)Ds1(2536)

hc(5P) −0.01 −0.6 −0.01 −0.9 −0.7
χc0(5P) as X(4700) −0.3 — −0.2 −0.3 −0.3
χc1(5P) −0.2 −0.4 −0.2 −0.7 −0.5
χc2(5P) −0.2 −0.3 −0.3 −0.6 −0.5

State D*
s1(2700)D*

s2(2573) Total

hc(5P) −0.9 −77.6†; −101.5$
χc0(5P) as X(4700) −1.1 −54.6†; −71.2$
χc1(5P) −1.0 −76.4†; −101.1$
χc2(5P) −1.2 −78.9†; −104.4$

The total self-energies marked by the superscript † are the sum of 1P1P loop contributions, those marked by $ are the sum of 1P1P and also 1P2S loop contributions.
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3 THRESHOLD MASS-SHIFTS OF
χc(4P,5P) STATES IN A COUPLED
CHANNEL MODEL
Here, we make use of the UQM-based CCM of Refs. 26 and 27 to
explore the possible assignments χc0(4P)→ χc0(4500) or
χc0(4700) and χc0(5P)→ χc0(4700). To do that, we calculate
the threshold corrections to the bare masses of the χc0(4500)
and χc0(4700) resonances to see if the introduction of loop
effects can help to reconcile the relativized QM [28] results for
χc0(4P, 5P) states, see Table 2 herein, with the experimental data
[1, 18, 25].

In the UQM [36, 54, 57, 64–70], the wave function of a hadron,

∣∣∣∣ψA〉 � N ⎡⎣|A〉 +∑
BC

∫ k2dk|BCk lJ〉 〈BCk ℓJ
∣∣∣∣T†

∣∣∣∣A〉
MA − EB − EC

⎤⎦, (3)

is the superposition of a valence core,
∣∣∣∣A〉 � ∣∣∣∣QQ〉, plus higher

Fock components,
∣∣∣∣BC〉 � ∣∣∣∣Qq; qQ〉, due to the creation of light qq

pairs. The sum is extended over a complete set of meson-meson
intermediate states |BC〉 and the amplitudes, 〈BCk ℓJ

∣∣∣∣T†
∣∣∣∣A〉, are

computed within the 3P0 pair-creation model of Section 2.
The physical masses of hadrons are calculated as

MUQM
A � EA + Σ(MA). (4)

Here, EA is the bare mass of the hadron A, and

Σ(MA) � ∑
BC

∫∞

0
k2dk

∣∣∣∣〈BCk ℓJ∣∣∣∣T†
∣∣∣∣A〉∣∣∣∣2

MA − EB(k) − EC(k) (5)

is a self-energy correction. The bare masses EA are usually
computed in a potential model, whose parameters are fixed by

fitting Eq. 4 to the reproduction of the experimental data; see e.g.,
Refs. 51 and 71.

The idea at the basis of the coupled-channel approach of Refs.
26 and 27 is slightly different. There, one can study a single
multiplet at a time, like χc(2P) or χb(3P), without the need of
considering an entire meson sector to re-fit the potential model
parameters to the reproduction of the physical masses of Eq. 4.
This is because the bare masses EA are directly extracted from the
relativized QM predictions of Refs. 28 and 63; see Table 2. In our
coupled-channel model approach, the physical masses of the
meson multiplet members are given by Refs. 26 and 27.

MCCM
A � EA + Σ(MA) + Δth , (6)

where EA and Σ(MA) have the same meaning as in Eq. 4 and Δth

is a parameter. For each multiplet we consider, this is the only free
parameter of our calculation. It is defined as the smallest self-
energy correction (in terms of absolute value) among those of the
multiplet members; see Ref. 26, Section 2, and 27, Section IIIC.
The introduction of Δth in Eq. 6 represents our “renormalization”
or “subtraction” prescription for the threshold mass-shifts in the
UQM. The UQM model parameters, which we need in the
calculation of the 〈BCk ℓJ

∣∣∣∣T†
∣∣∣∣A〉 vertices and the self-energies

of Eq. 5, are reported in Table 1. See also Supplementary
Appendix.

By making use of the above coupled-channel approach, we
calculate the relative threshold mass shifts between the χc(4P, 5P)
multiplet members due to a complete set of (nL, n′L′) meson-
meson loops; see Refs. 26, Section 2 and 27, Section IIIC. In
particular, in the χc(5P) case it is easy to identify the relevant set
of intermediate states: one has to consider both 1P1P meson-meson
loops, whose energies range from 4600MeV [D*

0(2300)D*
0(2300)] to

5138MeV [D*
s2(2573)D*

s2(2573)], and 1P2S loops, whose
intermediate state energies span the interval 4864MeV
[D*

0(2300)D0(2550)]–5277MeV [D*
s2(2573)D*

s1(2700)]. In the
case of χc(4P) s, we need to include both 1S2S and 1P1P loops:
this is because the masses of 4P charmonia overlap with both 1S2S
and 1P1P intermediate-state energies. We also give results obtained
by considering 1S2S, 1P1P, and 1S1P sets of intermediate states,
because the 1S1P loops may have an important impact on the
properties of the X(4500) as χc0(4P). Furthermore, we neglect
charmonium loops, like ηcηc(2S), whose contributions are
expected to be very small because of the suppression mechanism
of Supplementary Eq. S9, and Ref. 47, Eq. 12; see also Ref. 27.

The values of the physical masses,MA, of the χc(4P, 5P) states
should be extracted from the experimental data [1]. However,
except for the existing χc0(4P, 5P) candidates, X(4500) and
X(4700), nothing is known about the remaining and still
unobserved χc(4P, 5P) states, namely the hc(4P, 5P),
χc1(4P, 5P), and χc2(4P, 5P) resonances. Therefore, for the
physical masses of the previous unobserved states we use the
same values as the bare ones; see Table 2. In the case of
χc0(4P, 5P) states, we make the tentative assignments:
χc0(4500)→ χc0(4P) and χc0(4700)→ χc0(4P) or χc0(5P). We
thus provide three sets of results for the relative or renormalized
threshold corrections, one for each of the previous χc0(4P, 5P)
assignments. For simplicity, in the present self-energy

FIGURE 2 | Masses of the χc(5P) multiplet members with threshold
corrections; see Table 6. Here, we consider the assignment
χc0(5P)→ χc0(4700). The blue box stands for the available experimental data
[1], the dashed and continuous lines for the calculated bare and physical
masses, respectively. The wide energy gap between the experimental and
calculated mass of the χc0(5P) state as χc0(4700) is a strong indication of the
unlikelihood of this assignment.
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calculations we do not consider mixing effects between
∣∣∣∣11P1〉

and
∣∣∣∣13P1〉 charmed and charmed-strange mesons. Thus, the

〈BCk ℓJ
∣∣∣∣T†

∣∣∣∣A〉 vertices of Eq. 5 are computed under the
approximation:

∣∣∣∣1P1〉x∣∣∣∣11P1〉 and
∣∣∣∣1P′

1〉x
∣∣∣∣13P1〉.

Finally, the self-energy and “renormalized” threshold
corrections, calculated according to Eqs. 5 and 6, are reported
in Tables 6–8. It is worth noting that: 1) the threshold corrections
cannot provide an explanation of the discrepancy between the
relativized QM value of the χc0(4P) mass, 4613 MeV, and the
experimental mass of either the χc0(4500) or χc0(4700) suspected
exotics. One may attempt to use a different renormalization
prescription. For example, in the case of the
χc0(4P)→ χc0(4700) assignment, one may define the quantity
~Δth � Σ[χc2(4P)] rather than Δth � Σ[χc0(4P)] and then plug ~Δth

into Eq. 6. As a result, the calculated physical mass of theX(4700)
would be shifted 24 MeV upwards (to 4637 MeV) and would
thus be closer to the experimental value, 4704 ± 10+14−24 MeV [1].
However, the difference between the calculated and experimental
masses, 67 MeV, would still be larger than the typical error of a
QM calculation, O(30 − 50)MeV; 2) something similar happens
in the χc0(5P) case. Here, the tentative assignment
χc0(5P)→ χc0(4700) does not work because of the large
discrepancy between the calculated and experimental masses
of the χc0(5P) as χc0(4700), namely 4902 and 4704 MeV,
respectively; see Figure 2; 3) the renormalized threshold
corrections of Table 6 are of the order of 20 − 30 MeV. The
difference between the relativized QM predictions for χc0(4P, 5P)
and the experimental masses of the χc0(4500, 4700) ranges from
O(100)MeV in the χc0(4P) case toO(200)MeV for the χc0(5P).
Because of the wide difference between the data and the QM
predictions, the previous threshold corrections do not seem large
enough to provide a realistic solution to the mismatch. We thus
state that the assignment χc0(5P)→ χc0(4700) is unacceptable;
the tentative assignments χc0(4P)→ χc0(4500) or χc0(4700) are
quite difficult to justify, but cannot be completely excluded.

4 CONCLUSION

We studied the main properties (masses and open-flavor strong
decays) of the 4P and 5P charmonium multiplets. While there are
two candidates for the χc0(4P, 5P) states, theX(4500) andX(4700)
resonances [1, 18, 25], the properties of the other members of the
χc(4P, 5P) multiplets are still completely unknown.

With this in mind, we first explored the pure charmonium
interpretation for these mesons by means of Quark Model (QM)
calculations of their open-flavor and radiative decay widths. Our
QM results, although not conclusive, would suggest the
assignments χc0(4500)→ χc0(4P) and χc0(4700)→ χc0(5P),
even if χc0(4700)→ χc0(4P) cannot be ruled out completely.

We also discussed the χc0(4500) and χc0(4700) “mass problem”,
i.e., the incompatibility between the QM predictions for their
masses [28] and the experimental data [1, 18, 25], by making use
of a Coupled-Channel Model (CCM) based on the UQM
formalism [26, 27]. According to our results for the
χc0(4500) and χc0(4700) masses with threshold/loop
corrections, it seems difficult to reconcile the QM predictions
with the experimental data, with the possible exception of
χc0(4P)→ χc0(4500) or χc0(4700).

We thus conclude that the χc0(4500) and χc0(4700) states,
which are at the moment excluded from the PDG summary table
[1], are more likely to be described as multiquark states rather
than charmonium or charmonium-like ones.
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